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ABSTRACT

This article discusses the dictionary, the law of ding iru the fieid oJ lexicogr*phy, the role af the

the early twentieth century, educational lexicagraphy v/as separaled frcw't general lexic aphy,

and special attentionwas paid to the creation of modern generatiotts cf educatianal dictionaries.

Lingvodidactic direction between linguistics and pedagogica! sciences is Qn iftwartant part of the

development of the field of educational lexicography as a specia{. /ield.
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INTRODUCTION

an important part of the development of the fieid of educaiicnal iexicography as a speciai field' At

the same time, dictionaries are used in the education system as an aid to school textbooks. which

play an important socio-political and cultural role in educating a generation corrimitted to national

1rulrres, open-rninded, independent-minded; fluent in oral and written s'geech took a special place.

When it co s to the evol,.ition of lexicography, there is a sequence of transLation dictionary -

linguistic dictionary - encyclopedic dictionary - educational dic'rionary - electronic diction in

many piaces. Research in tire history of lexicography in world linguistics has show'n that the first

were in created for the school as prim textbooks, irroie precisoiy, inorc precisely, it shows that

the dictionary served as a textbook in eiementary schooi [E lrEAriHoBa E,']2i.

If the country develops, the language develops too, anci the po"arer of the couniry allows it to
increase its official language, the st s of its mother tongue. By the middle of the twentieth

century, in many developed co ies of the world, in particular, in countries such as the United

language, the study ofthe narional language and a foreign language. The gove ent recognized

time an i ortant socio-political task - to create school dicticnaries tirat rvould increase the

lexicographers, educators and psychoiogists of
this area. In many counffies, u *.* direciion of generai iexicography has emerged - the network of

educational lexicography, and this network has beccm': th.e inost active, "hot" field of

lexicography[Ea1pu44nnoaa E, 7 2 1'
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As a result of giving Uzbek the st s of the state language an<i gair"ing national independence,

attention is paid to the official language of the state iarrguage - Uzbek. The main task of mother

tongue education is defined as cuitivating a creative thinicer. Wcr*ng with native ianguage

texibooks created on a cognitive basis expanded iextbook airls a:rd itrcreaseci the dei-nand for

dictionaries and various databases. The term "study dicticnary" has apoeared in our iinguistics. In

particular, Professor A. Nurmanov's book "O'zbek iiis osligi tzriri", priblisired tn 2042,

iummarizes the achievements of Uzbek lexicography, noting ihzi a new branch of Uzbek

lexicography - educational iexicoglaphy - has been establisheciFlysr,roeos A,232].11the online

"Lexicography'' written b.v A. Madvaliyev, "eciucationai iexicographl,' (diction dedicated to

language learning") is mentioned as a i]?e of lexicograph-v- lA.l4agnanxeel.

It is well known, any diction has a purpose in teaching soinetkrirrg. F{ov"ever, cnly dictionaries

created directly for tle school will be included in the .;ategory of texrbocks, and they will be based

on specific criteria.

TEXTBOOK - an independent version of the diction in lexiccgraphy; is educationally oriented

and a learning tool. It is characterized,by word structure, word choice criteria' placement of

dictionary maierial, method of presenting and interpreting iingrristic ir.formadon, ianguage of
presentation, size, design and other fe res [M.M. E*pyxax, 252]'

This means that a diction is a rneans of presenting information quickiy ani easily, which is

organized according to certain criteria, meets the eclucationai and methcciological requirernents,

Today, the dictionary is

lexicography, as it is cons

the principle of compiling
conitant improvement, G most active and young netrvork involved irr co iling and prepanng a

new study dictionarY

dictionary.According to B. Bahriddinova, the general structure of the dictionary - mega-structure -

consists of the following main parts:

1) Access;

2) Educational and methodological support;

3) Dictionary corpus;

4) Application - rules of use of the dictionaly, a list ot' used abbreviations, basic and' auxiii

indicators, and others [E uAAuEloBa ts, 35, 58].

mega-structure of the textbook, the purpose of the ciiclicnary', the rasks set, the principles

undlerlying the compilation of the diction , as well as the iictionary the proceciirre for using ihe

nu-. i, provided. In most academic textbooks for relatively oider users - university students,

.,Introduction" also serves as a rnethodoiogical guide to rtee diction ' Thar is, this section aiso

provides information, conditionai abbreviations

to make the dictionary easier to use. For

sinonin,larining izohli lug'ati" (O'TSIL) is de

vocabul , and the index. Since this diction

institutions of higher education - universities a

introduction and work on the dictio - teach
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it: "What is meant by the methodical device of the textbook? It is weli-kno that in today's

world, where the number of sources of information is growingat'dnunprecedentedtate, the ability

to quickly and easily find the information you need is one of the most i ortant indicators of a

dictionary. The educationai-methodical device fonns the scienufic-methodical basis of the

process. It includes information about the corpus of the clicilonary, the structure of the dictionary

urti.l., lexicographic s olism, as well as exercises and tasks for worklng with the ,:lictionary

lBatprEa,qnuona E, 60].

As we mentioned in the previous parts of our work, tire sem ic similarity of words is called the

antonymy.There is another phenomenon that is sern ically reminiscent of the paradigmatic

relationship in word lexical meanings, in ich worcls a-re based on semantic differences. This

linguistic fh.rrorn"oon is calied the phenomenon of graduonomy in iinguistics. We covered this

finluistic ph.no-.non in detail in the previous sections of our work. As mentioned earlier,

very differ . Still, there is a spiritual connection between them. And how does this spiritual

relationship manifest itself? In fait, ile it is possible tc use cne contexti;ally in place of another

contextual factors.

S

a

Bitter - bitter - sour - sweet - sweet;

Previous - Plesent - fiext,'

Adoq-wuisi-head;

Guilt - sin - crime flllBo6oxoaos, ?I.I{c;-loraoe, 9];

previous dictionaries in the i'onnation of the d

character, and action are represented. Hierarchies are lexernes in which commoil noun semantics

are the same, but represent different levels of a particular semantics.

It should be noted that the Uzbek word-level diction does not fully rneet the requirements of the
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educational lexicon. More precisely, in our linguistics the rnethoriological support of such

dictionaries is not yet fully developed. The diction of word grading of Sh. tsobojonov and I.

also does not have a practical guide to help the user to ''riork orr a cc iete dictionary. This, of
course, is one of the tasks ing our linguistics in the deveioprnent of lingvodidacticai research

and pedagogical lexicography.

part of the dictionary mega-struc e. According to sources, th.e corpus rnakes up 90-980/, of the

on alphabetical order. Graduation diction coverage is deterrnined by the number of rows' not

*ords. Each graduonomic series is equivalent to a separate <liction article and is based on

several internal devices. A dictionary u.ti"l.t is the basic strucf'.ire of, a Ciction , and its buiiding

In modern educational graduonomic dictionaries, a diction article consists of the following

components: l) a seriei of graduon s; 2) general description of the series, lexicoglaphic

comment; 3) illustrative rnaterial.

arranged on the basis of the int iationships o

."qu.--rr", is a lexical and phraseological giaduo ic sequence wiacse iocation is based on the

level of application and methodological subtieties.

of the line is determined bY it:

lexeme silent of the
contained, the negat

of "find what's insid

The authors of the book "O'zbek tili sistem leksikologiyasi asoslari" foous on the following

features of dominance:

1) The content is poorer and superficial than that of ail other slnon s in the series,

2) The scope and amount of appiieation is wider and more extensive ihan other sJmon s;

3) Be able to replace al1 words in their meaning grolrp et any time at the request of the speech

conditiou

means;

dominant lexeme in the sarne semantic sequenc

1661.

of speech, pirrases, types of independent lexeme
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semantics the word, the phrase, is corsrected with the fi ative meanirrgs cf, speech, and expands

A general lexicographical interpretaticn of a graduo ic sequence is a general interpretation

,p"iifi. to all leximis in a r ng series. In dictionaries, this section is usuaily not very large'

ABZAS-INDITION- DLINE

. Write from a paragraph, rn a red line; indent f,TaiaflapxuO.E,74j.

may be interpreted separately. In particuiar, in the OTSDL, this dictionary is a separate component

of the article. For examPle:

The puri
anything
clothes.

IIII.Bo6oxouon, Z.?Icnorvroe, 1 8].

to clothes and cky to people. Unpire is applied to a piace'

Although this wide street, which stretches fiorn north to so , was paved with stones' its edges

were as rough, dusty, and dirty as the streets cf Karabulak (M. Ismaili). He stopped and picked up

citizens, dirty, gribby, foul (Oybek). What is the need to lie down in a ioose place when there is a

conquered something unclea'n (A. or) f{oxreeA, 109'i 10]'

For the time being, we will iirnit ourselves to this, as the problem of seiecting illustrative exa les

for ranking dictionaries wiil be covered in the next chapter of out u'cfli.

As well as, in recent years, the general structure of educational dictionaries has been i roving

printed dictionary, other factors. Z. Rajabova, who conducted research on educational

that the overall structure is enriched with several par etric parts based on existing lexicographic
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traditions, as well as new parts based on innovatl--'e methods of presenting lexical units for lexical

study [Paxa6ora3.I{, 145i.

Typically, keywords in the graduonomic row' are capitaiized ia .olack, w-hile other words are

lowercase and plain in the index, Next to it (after itre hyphen) is the first word of the graduon ic

line with the capital letter:

POOR

Poor - impecunious - indigent - beggar

I{ANDSOME

Handsome - attractive - beautiful - cute - bonny [Ifl.Bo6oxonoe'?l-Hc'rolroa, 19]

This means that a word-level dictionary rnega-structure should consist of the following

components:

- Entrance;

- Teaching aids (instructions for using ihe <iictionary)

- Corps consisting of a series of degrees;

- Aiphabeticai list of r ing words - consists of indicators'

The body is made up of graduonomic rows, rvhicir make up the macrc structure of the dicrionary,

and each graduonomic row is equal to a separate dictionary article, making up the microstructtre

description of the series, a lexicographical interpretation cf each gr ation lexeme in the series'

and a structure of illustrative material. The location cf the graciuon s is based on the semantics

of the graduonyms, the period of application, the scope oi'applicatian, the ievel of consumption'

the methodological color, and so on.
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